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Holes Louis Sachar Group reading Year 8

Objectives: R4 Versatile reading, R5 Trace developments, R10 Development of key ideas, R12 Independent reading, S&L3 Formal presentation

Lesson Reading strategy
focus

Starter/introduction
(15 minutes)

Development
(35 minutes)

Plenary
(10 minutes)

Homework Resources

1 *Predict
*Pass comments

Introduction to guided
reading/key objectives/
establishing ground
rules/allocating texts and
reading ‘tasters’

Reading strategies: see starters
Group reading: chapters 1–2 – group card H1

Reflect on reading
strategies and
which used already

Read
chapter 3

Strategy
check-card

2 *Ask questions
*Speculate
*Relate to prior
 reading

Character, setting,
narrative hooks

Group reading: chapters 4–6
Group task: narrative hooks – group card H2
Teacher with guided group – guided card H1

What makes an
effective narrative
hook?

Read
chapters
7–10

Prompts
sheet
Narrative
hooks sheet

3 *Inference and
 deduction
*Visualisation
*Empathy

Character, inference and
deduction

Group reading: chapters 11–12
Group task: explicit/inferred development of character –
group card H3

Each group shares
one example of
inference

Read
chapters
13–15

Photocopies
of chapter 7
Sugar paper
Pens

4 *Reread
*Relate to time and
 place
*Interpret patterns

Structure, mind-mapping,
seeing patterns

Group reading: chapters 16–18
Group task: mind-mapping of plot and links between characters –
group card H4

Two pupils to
feedback which
reading strategy
helped most this
lesson

Read
chapters
19–22

None

5 *Summarise
*Interpret patterns

Identifying and tracking
themes

Group reading: chapters 23–26
Group task: identifying theme – group card H5

Refer to H4 None

6 *Interpret patterns
*Ask questions
*Establish
 relationship with
 author

Author’s viewpoint and
intentions

Group reading: chapters 27–30
Group task: in pairs, author interrogation – group card H6

Select one group to
demonstrate. What
new insights has
this given into the
book?

Read
chapters
31–34

Access to
the Internet

7 *Interpret patterns
*Ask question

Narrative style at word,
sentence and text level

Group reading: chapters 35–38
Group task: find examples of author’s voice – group card H7

Refer to H6 Read
chapters
39–42

Authorial
voice sheet

8 *Hear a voice as read
*Interpret patterns
*Ask questions

Authorial voice. How is
the author ‘heard’ in
novel?

Group reading: chapters 43 and 44
Group task: groups choose one plot event and explore how the
language features work within this – group card H8

Each group to give
an example of a)
authorial voice b)
narrative voice

Read
chapters
45–47

Photocopies
of chapters
29 and 30
Highlighters

9 *Reread/reinterpret
*Summarise
*Pass judgements

Ending and how it links
back to the beginning

Group reading: chapters 48–50
Group task: endings and resolutions – group card H9
Teacher with guided group – guided card H2

Each group to
consider what is
effective about
ending of their book

Sugar paper
Pens

10 Outline expectations of group presentations. Preparation of presentations Homework: Preparation/rehearsal
11 Group presentations: 10 minutes per text
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Holes Louis Sachar
Lesson 1 Group card H1

Objectives: R4   Versatile reading
R12 Independent reading

Resources: Strategy check-card

As a whole group we have:
• established the ground rules for group and guided reading;
• looked at effective strategies for reading (starter activity and Strategy check-card);
• read the introductory chapter to the novel.

Group task

1. Read chapters 1 and 2 independently.

2. In your groups discuss how you think the author ‘hooks’ or interests the reader,
making them want to read on.

Homework
Read chapter 3.
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Holes Louis Sachar
Lesson 2 Group card H2

Objectives: R4 Versatile reading
R5 Trace developments

Resources: Prompts sheet, Narrative hooks sheet

As a whole group we have:
• revised the range of reading strategies you have available to you;
• explored narrative hooks.

Now you are going to:
• decide whether chapters 1–3 are effective as an opening.

Whilst you are reading:
•  think about the strategies you are using (look at the Strategy check-card);
•  think about the evidence you may use to support your ideas.

Group reading
Read chapters 4–6 together.

Group task

1. Divide yourselves into two groups of three and label yourselves Group A and
Group B.

2. Read your task below and then reread chapters 1, 2 and 3 of Holes.

3. Group A – using the Guide to guided reading prompt sheet, what have you
discovered about the main character in your book? Prepare to share your findings
with Group B.

4. Group B – using the Narrative hooks prompt sheet, which narrative hooks has the
writer used to entice you, the reader? Prepare to share your findings with Group A.

5. Share your findings with the group, using supporting evidence. Is this an effective
opening to Holes?

Homework
Read chapters 7–10 before the next lesson.
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Holes Louis Sachar
Lesson 3 Group card H3

Objectives: R4 Versatile reading
R5 Trace developments

Resources: Sugar paper, pens, Strategy check-cards, photocopy of
chapter 7

As a whole group we have:
• revised the range of reading strategies you have available to you;
• explored narrative hooks.

Now you are going to:
• explore how the characters are developing.

Whilst you are reading:
• think about the strategies you are using (look at the Strategy check-card);
• think about the evidence you may use to support your ideas.

Group reading
Read chapters 11 and 12.

Group task

1. One of you should recount what has happened so far.

2. Read the handout – chapter 7.

3. In threes, cut up the chapter and separate the two stories.

4. Group A – focus on Stanley’s story. Discuss what you have learned about Stanley’s
character so far.

5. Group B – focus on Elya’s story. Discuss what you have learned about Elya’s
character so far.

6. Share your findings with the whole group, using supporting evidence.

7. On a piece of sugar paper, note down as many links between the two characters as
you can. How has the author handled the interweaving of the two stories? What do
you think is the significance of the second story?

8. Be prepared to display and present your ideas in the plenary.

Homework
Read chapters 13, 14 and 15.
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Holes Louis Sachar
Lesson 4 Group card H4

Objectives: R4 Versatile reading
R5 Trace developments

Resources: None

As a whole group we have:
• revised the range of reading strategies you have available to you;
• explored narrative hooks;
• explored the developing relationships between character and place.

Now you are going to:
• explore the characters in more depth.

Whilst you are reading:
• think about the strategies you are using (look at the Strategy check-card);
• think about the evidence you may use to support your ideas.

Group reading
Read chapters 16–18 together.

Group task

1. One of you should recount what has happened so far. As they speak the rest of you
should ‘mind-map’ the plot, using an appropriate graphic organiser/visual diagram,
e.g. for chronology.

2. Each of you take on the role of one of the characters in the book (Stanley, X-Ray,
Zero, Zigzag, The Warden, Mr Pendanski).

3. Think of two or three questions that you would like to ask of the characters.

4. Interview each character in turn and establish what the relationships are like between
the characters.

5. As a group, discuss which of the characters are most vivid and why. The characters’
names are symbolic. How?

6. What does your group think Holes is about? Agree your ideas in three or four bullet
points.

Homework
Read chapters 19–22 by the next lesson.
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Holes Louis Sachar
Lesson 5 Group card H5

Objectives: R4 Versatile reading
R5 Trace developments

Resources: None

As a whole group we have:
• revised the range of reading strategies you have available to you;
• explored narrative hooks;
• explored the developing relationships between character and place;
• begun to explore themes and how the characters contribute towards them.

Now you are going to:
• continue to trace developments, including themes.

Group reading
Read chapters 23–26 together.

Group task:

1. In your group, and focusing only on chapter 23, discuss the following:

i. The narrative voice – how has this changed?
ii. The setting – how is this different to Camp Green Lake (focus on vocabulary)?
iii. Links forward and links back – can you identify any references that have

already been made and that could be picked up later in the story?

2. Divide into pairs. Pair A should focus on chapter 24, Pair B on chapter 25 and Pair C
on chapter 26.

Pair A – your focus is on Mr Sir’s face. How is the pressure on Stanley building up?
How does the author create tension through his use of language?

Pair B – nothing is introduced into the story without significance. What are the new
things introduced into this chapter? And how do you think they will be drawn
together?

Pair C – chapter 26 is full of furious activity. What do you learn about the
community of Green Lake? And what is the purpose of the moment when the
author speaks to us (authorial intrusion) ‘You make the decision: Whom did God
punish?’

3. Back in your group, share the main points of your discussion with the other two pairs.
Can you identify any links emerging between the three narratives?
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Holes Louis Sachar
Lesson 6 Group card H6

Objectives: R4 Versatile reading
R5 Trace developments

Resources: Access to the Internet

As a whole group we have:
• revised the range of reading strategies you have available to you;
• explored narrative hooks;
• explored the developing relationships between character and place;
• explored themes and how the characters contribute towards them.

Now you are going to:
• explore the role of the author.

Group reading
Read chapters 27–30 together.

Group task
The characters are not the only ones that have a voice in a story. Readers are often given a
strong impression of the author, the teller of the tale, and this can influence your experience
of the story.

1. In pairs, write down five questions that you would like to ask Louis Sachar about
Holes and his ideas in the book.

2. One of you should take on the role of the author and be interviewed as the author.

3. When you have done this, ask permission to access www.scholastic.com (you will
need to look up author studies) and read a transcript of an interview with Louis
Sachar. List the similarities and differences in your ideas with the ideas that Louis
Sachar provides in the transcript. How close was your group’s impression of the
author given in Holes, to that given in the transcript?

Homework
Read chapters 31–34 by the next lesson.
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Holes Louis Sachar
Lesson 7 Group card H7

Objectives: R4 Versatile reading
R5 Trace developments

Resources: Authorial voice sheet

As a whole group we have:
• revised the range of reading strategies you have available to you;
• explored narrative hooks, character, setting and mood;
• explored the developing relationships between character and place;
• explored themes and how the characters contribute towards them.

Now you are going to:
• think about the author’s voice and narrative voice.

Group reading
Read chapters 35–38 together.

Group task
In lesson 4 you were given an example of the authorial intrusion, or the author speaking
directly to the reader, ‘You make the decision: Whom did God punish?’ Find two other
examples of this type of intrusion (chapter 1, chapter 2, chapter 6, chapter 7 are a few
places where you may find examples).

In groups of three discuss the following:

1. What do you notice about the tense that is used in these ‘intrusions’? Why does the
author use this tense?

2. Apart from direct address, what other channels has the author used to give himself a
‘voice’ in this story and convey thoughts to the reader?

3. Agree and write down short definitions of authorial voice and narrative voice. Be
prepared to share this with the class during the plenary. Use the authorial voice
prompts sheet to help you.

Homework
Read chapters 39–42 by the next lesson.
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Holes Louis Sachar
Lesson 8 Group card H8

Objectives: R4 Versatile reading
R5 Trace developments

Resources: Photocopies of chapters 28 and 30, highlighter pens

As a whole group we have:
• revised the range of reading strategies you have available to you;
• explored narrative hooks, character, setting and mood, relationships between character

and place, emerging themes, the difference between authorial voice and narrative voice.

Now you will:
• look at narrative style.

Whilst you are reading:
• think about the reading strategies you are using;
• think about the evidence you may use to support your ideas.

Group reading
Read chapters 43 and 44 together.

Group task
In groups of three:

1. Chapter 30 is a pivotal chapter in the story. How does the author build up tension in
chapters 29 and 30? Brainstorm the features at word, sentence and text level for
which you will be looking to be able to answer this question.

2. Reread handouts of chapters 29 and 30, text-marking evidence as you read. You
could use different colours for word, sentence and text level features.

3. Decide which of you will be the author and answer questions on how you have built
up the tension in this part of the story. Questions you can ask may be about:

i. how the reader’s responses are played with;
ii. the weather;
iii. the violence;
iv. the characters;
v. the pace and how it is controlled by the author;
vi. the use of description and dialogue.

4. In your group, discuss what makes chapter 30 the ‘pivotal’ chapter in Holes.

Homework
Read chapters 45–47.
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Holes Louis Sachar
Lesson 9 Group card H9

Objectives: R4 Versatile reading
R5 Trace developments

Resources: Sugar paper, pens

As a whole group we have:
• revised the range of reading strategies you have available to you;
• explored narrative hooks, character, setting and mood, relationships between character

and place, emerging themes, narrative style, the difference between authorial and
narrative voice.

Now you will:
• look at the resolution.

Whilst you are reading:
• think about the strategies you are using (look at the Strategy check-card);
• think about the evidence you may use to support your ideas.

Group reading
Read chapters 48–50 together.

Group task

1. One of you should recount what has happened so far.

2. In pairs, note down four or five questions that you hope will be answered by the
ending of Holes.

3. On one large sheet of paper, mind-map how the three stories fit together. Draw as
many links as you can. What is the lynchpin that connects the stories?

4. Look at how the song changes in the novel. How does the tone and meaning
change? How does this reflect the changes that occur in the book?

5. Finally, why is the book called Holes? It means more than the holes that the boys dug
at Camp Green Lake.

6. Be prepared to display and present your ideas in the plenary.
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Lesson 2 Guided card H1
Teaching
objective(s):

R4 Versatile reading
R5 Trace developments

Resources:
Strategy check-
cards

Text focus: Holes by Louis Sachar
Chapters 1–3: narrative hooks, introduction to character, setting and
mood, the voice in the story

Teaching
sequence:
Introduction to
text:

Strategy check:

Group reading
and related
task:

Return to text:
developing
response

Review
(reading target
and next steps):

Teacher clarifies objectives and introduces Holes – leading a discussion
of first impressions of cover, title.

Distribute Strategy check-cards and discuss expectations for developing
active reading skills. Ask pupils to remember and explain/illustrate
appropriate strategies that they have used recently. Then focus on
inference and deduction. Stress that these are essential skills for
engaging with, and enjoying, texts and achieving the higher levels.

Ask pupils to skim read chapters 1, 2 and 3: focus of this task is to identify
narrative hooks, introduction to character, setting and mood, and identify
the ‘voice’. This builds on the previous lesson.
Pupils to work in two groups of three. Group 1 to discuss narrative hooks
and the reading strategies they have used. Group 2 to focus on character,
setting and mood, voice, and strategies used. Remind pupils to find
textual evidence to support their ideas. Lead initially and model first
example.

Ask pupils to share findings with the other group. Leads at the beginning
but hand questioning over to pupils. Focus on textual evidence to support
and link this to each strategy pupils used.

Focus on the use of inference and deduction and where the story may
move next. Ask pupils to summarise what they have been doing and
remind them of the purpose of the session. They may make brief notes in
their journal to record ideas. This may be a good time to ask pupils to
keep timelines of the different narratives as they emerge – to compare
their similarities/differences, explore language and discover possible
overlaps.

Homework: Reading chapters 7–10.
Evaluation:
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Lesson 9 Guided card H2
Teaching
objective(s):

R4 Versatile reading
R5 Trace developments

Resources:
Strategy check-
cards
Sugar paper

Text focus: Holes by Louis Sachar
Chapters 49 and 50: resolutions, echoes, ambiguity, textual cohesion,
congruence with genre/theme

Teaching
sequence:
Introduction to
text:

Strategy check:

Group reading
and related
task:

Return to text –
developing
response:

Review
(reading target
and next
steps):

Teacher clarifies objectives for the session. Lead a recap of the story so
far and comment on how the tension has built through chapters 46–48.
What questions are still to be answered? Ask pupils to jot them down.
Distribute Strategy check-cards. Check pupils’ understanding of strategies
and discuss expectations for developing active reading skills.

Ask pupils to read chapters 49 and 50. Lead a discussion of the many
parallels between the three stories in the novel. On one sheet of sugar
paper, model for pupils how to mind-map the way the three stories fit
together like a puzzle. Ask pupils to consider:
• what is the lynchpin between the three stories (the curse)?
• how has fate played a role in the lives of the characters?

Lead pupils in a discussion of the structure of chapter 50. It is, as the
section title suggests, comprised of a series of small scenes, aiding the
reader’s fuller understanding of the whole text (filling in the holes). Ask
pupils to identify the scenes and comment on how they become the final
pieces of the jigsaw. This could be done as a storyboard or as key words.

Whole-group discussion. Model the way to cite textual evidence to support
a point. Explain to pupils that they need to explore the recurring themes of
peaches, onions, lizards, Mary Lou. Explains that at the heart of this story
is a fable – the song.
Ask pupils to compare the first verse of the song that appears throughout
the book with the second verse of the song at the end. How does the tone
and meaning change? How does it reflect the changes that occur in the
book?
Are the animals in the song reflected in the characters?
Lead a discussion of how, throughout the book, there is conflict between
loving, giving characters and those with selfish motives. Identify some
examples of this conflict. Which characters prevail?
Ask for any further comments on why the book is called ‘Holes’. What
‘holes’ are there in the story for the reader? How are they ‘filled’ in?

Ask pupils to predict how Camp Green Lake will look ten years after
Stanley leaves. What clues in the story lead to this conclusion? Recap on
the strategies pupils have used in this session and ask pupils how useful
these have been.

Evaluation:




